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East West Challenge
From the Head

From the Foot

Dean & Roy at foot

Roy smiling

It is Day 2 - Roy and I headed over to the
other venue for the East West Challenge. These
courts are referred to as “Muni”. They are courts
that are owned by the City and the local club pays
for some utilities. This is very much like the
arrangement the Clearwater Shuffleboard Club
now has with the City of Clearwater.
The building houses 8 courts, is spotless
inside and very well maintained. Like the other
building it is heated and air conditioned.
The courts are as shiny as they look in the pictures.
Roy and I were mentally prepared for faster courts
then yesterday but they were about the same. We
were told that they had not been prepared for
tournament play and were assured they would be
much faster once the polished the discs and used
tournament beads.

Waiting & waiting for the disk to stop

We both played with more confidence
today and were able to get most disks on the
board. Tampas and St Petes are still a big challenge
though.
We have already met some very nice
people; Liz Backus, Dean Grattidege, Marty
Boyarde, Nancy from AZ, and Gary Moore. That
are the only names my old mind will remember
now.
We are awaiting the arrival of the party
animals Earl Ball and Gus Bondi. They are both
scheduled to arrive later today. Weather is 82
bright sunshine and will be 58 tonight, another nice
sleeping night.

Why is Roy smiling? Because it is very
difficult to keep the disk staying in the
shooting area. The courts are so slippery it
is a challenge just to get all 4 to stay in the
area.
Bob Weber

